In the dead of Winter, most of the trees surrounding us are bare, revealing just their branches. Looking up at the tree’s branches can make you really appreciate the beauty of a bare
tree! You are able to find old birds’ nests, wildlife that may be perching on a branch, and
even seeds or buds that have hung on for the winter. For this craft tutorial, take advantage
of fallen twigs and seeds to recreate a winter landscape of trees, which can be turned into a
fun picture or even a Valentine’s Day card!

Supplies Needed:
•

Twigs of various sizes/ shapes

•

Cardstock or a thick paper

•

Seeds/berries

•

Colored pencils/Markers

•

Hot glue gun or Craft/Wood glue

Valentine’s Card
Step One: Bundle up and get outside for a
walk! While on the walk, look for any fallen
twigs or branches that are small enough or
can be broken off to fit a regular sheet of
paper. Make sure to gather up twigs from
different trees if you want different textures to
show!
You may also gather any berries or seeds to
have hang off of your “trees”. Holly berries
could become a cardinal sitting in a tree!
Once collected and back inside, fold your paper
in half to make a card.

Step Two: Size up your collected twigs
and start to lay them down into the
shape of a tree. Once you have the twigs
in place, take your glue and glue them
down. You can make multiple trees or
decide to keep it a simple scene.

Step Three: Add a few touches to
spruce up the front of your card. You
can draw in details or add the seeds/
berries you may have collected at
this time.
(Get more creative than me!)

Step Four: Finish the card with a fun
pun, “You are TREE-mendous!”
You may decorate the inside of the
card anyway you would like.

Optional:
Instead of a card, you can always
make a nice winter scene for yourself!
This will give you more room to utilize
and more ways to get creative.
Use blue or black cardstock to give it a
nighttime effect!

Sometimes, simplicity is key.
I hope you enjoy finding twigs
and different objects on the
ground to be turned into a
winter forest or even just a
simple card.

